
German Design Award is an international and prestigious design award that takes place annually. 
Nominations are made and submissions are sent during spring and early summer, the jury is gath-
ered for the selection and the judgment process in late summer with winners being notified in early 
autumn. Awards are given in the main categories ’excellent product design’, ’excellent communica-
tions design’ and ’universal design’ in various subcategories such as furniture and lighting as well 
as apps and entertainment. The jury consists of 46 experts from 11 different countries. Prizes are 

awarded only to pioneers that contribute to the German and international design stage. The overall 
goal is to discover, present and honour unique trends in design. The awards are presented during 

a ceremony at the International Ambiente trade show in Frankfurt in February 2019.



Smykke is EBB & FLOWs most beautiful design.

EBB & FLOW’s new pendant lamp Smykke has been wamly welcomed to the European design 
stage with a Winner title in the category ‘Excellent product design – lighting 2019’ at the re-

nowned international German Design Award. The title is awarded for outstanding design by an 
international jury of experts. 

 
Smykke is not merely a lamp. Smykke is a creator of experiences. An interior design object with 

a function as well as being beautiful to look at, Smykke makes its case for shaping quali-
ty time. Whether spent alone, with friends or in the company of family, Smykke embodies the 

truth that lighting and lamps are not just functional objects, rather they alter the space we live in. 
Smykke is designed by Susanne Nielsen.

EBB & FLOW has beside the prestigious winner title also received 2 ‘special mentions’ for the de-
signs Lute and Futura, also by Susanne Nielsen. ‘Special mentions’ are awarded to products that 

reflect successful solutions and thereby honours both company and designer.



The Smykke design combines both glass and crystal but are here displayed in an all 
crystal version. It is raw but beautiful.

Lute in a play of colours ranging from cool blue and green to warm brown, golden 
and grey.



_____________________________________________________________________________________   

Ebb & Flow is a Danish company with an online webshop, as well as agents and distributors all 
over the world, reselling to architects, interior designer, retail stores and private customers. Our 
agents are active in 17 european countries and we currently have customers in more than 40 

countries worldwide. All our designs are by Ebb & Flow owner Susanne Nielsen, made with mate-
rials from Italy and Poland, and assembled in Denmark.
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Contact

info@ebbandflow.dk ~ +45 9816 3488

Futura ads a sense of style to your room through an indirect expression of col-
ours and light represented in the mouth-blown glass.


